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Computer traffic stays strong through the morning, peaks again at lunch time, and
falls sharply in the evening.

Tablet traffic sags through the afternoon, but surges to its highest point from
about 8 p.m. to midnight (notably, tablets account for more news traffic than either
computers or smartphones during that period).

Smartphone traffic is remarkably even throughout the day. This seems to be
because people carry them at all times and use them for a variety of brief tasks
wherever they are.
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Post-PC world

Touch devices like tablets and smart phones are increasingly favored over
personal computers

Post-PC devices are “intimately connected to individual users” and provide data
on user habits to companies like Amazon, Google and Apple 

25 billion apps have been downloaded for Android and iOS in 2011, the most
popular are those providing regular updates on news, weather, sports and stocks.
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Nearly 50 percent of US mobile subscribers have
a smartphone



Studies tell us smart phones are used more like
a PC when it comes to news consumption...quick
check-ins for breaking updates. 

The average time on a mobile news app is about
2.4 minutes.



The iPhone 4 is the most popular camera on
Flickr...There are 6 billion images hosted on Flickr



Tablet readers spend nearly 121 percent more
time reading news than smart phone users.
Tablets are used more like newspapers.



35 percent of iPad owners use them in the
bathroom...according to Staples B2B survey



30 percent take them to a restaurant, 60 percent
take them on vacation and 78 percent use them
in bed.



FROM PRINT
TO TABLET

U.S. readers of the Economist
expect to abandon the print

edition within two years in favor
of the tablet version

The readership of USA Today’s
iPad app is equal to 200 percent

of the print circulation





Economist CEO Andrew Rashbass told The Guardian, there is a difference
between, “snacking on the net as against the gourmet meal of reading in print”

The Economist plays to the strengths of print and tablet...the “lean back,
immersive, ritual pleasure” of reading

The tablet version is interactive, has an audio function and generally amps up
the print version

The website is a “lean forward” approach, readers are given an entirely
different experience through community building--people eager to participate
in discussions with the magazine’s journalists and each other
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The Economist view







“In the U.S. the top 100 grossing publications
distributed within Apple’s Newstand app are
making more than $70,000 per day”

From GIGAOM and
Distimo



The purpose of mobile media is to quickly 
add MULTIMEDIA to your reporting



How the LA Times increased page views 
20 percent in 2011

20 percent increase in page views in 2011

22.8 percent increase in uniques according to com.score 

More real-time reporting and immediacy

All stories are “built out” according to online editor Jimmy Orr. All stories get
photos, video and related items like maps, data visualization, graphics, links,
etc.

More social media including using Facebook for story commenting.
Facebook traffic has doubled in the past year
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Indystar.com
mobile goals

Tweet story links, facts, photos and
video clips

Quickly post photos to
Indystar.com

Quickly add multimedia to articles
on Indystar.com

Post both raw video clips and
short, edited videos
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Milwaukee Journal
Sentinel Mobile

Mobile video from the iPhone is a
staple of Journal Sentinel online
coverage

Reporters do the majority of their
tweeting from their iPhone

Photo updates and breaking news
photos and video come from the
iPhone

ASNE/Diversity Institute training Sept.
2011
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Mobile Media Starter Kit: 
Apps every journalist should have



Evernote

A note-taking app that syncs
text, photos and audio to Internet
connected devices.

You can file a story, photograph
or audio interview from Evernote.

Take notes or record a voice
interview.

Evernote is a cloud app,
meaning it syncs your notes on a
cloud server.
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Dropbox

Store your mobile media files in
the cloud

Easily upload and store photos
and video

Share files on your Dropbox 

Star your favorite files for
viewing offline

Many multimedia apps are linked
with Dropbox
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5-0 Police Scanner

Listen to local, national and
internation scanner traffic.

App plays in the background so
you can write a story, take photos
or video while listening to the
scanner.

App can map the location of the
broadcast.

App provides local police codes
so you can follow the jargon.
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AP Mobile

Push notifications give
journalists up to the minute news

Share AP news with Twitter
followers from you mobile device

Send articles to Evernote--
essential for reporters in the field

Get pop-up alerts on your phone
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Google Translate

Translate from English to
Spanish and dozens of other
languages

You can type your needed
translation or hit the mic button
and speak it

Press the speaker button next to
the translation to hear it spoken
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Abbyy Text Grabber

Capture printed text from
documents, magazines, books,
etc.

The text can be copied, pasted
and edited

Recognizes 60 different
languages

Works on iPhone and Android

Similar software is used in law
firms and costs $300
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Simple audio recording app

FREE!

Records in wav format

Can email wav files

Purchase the Premium Pack for
$1.99 and get access Dropbox
accounts and background
recording
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iTalk





HootSuite

Similar to TweetDeck

Manage multiple social networks

Schedule tweets

Easily sort feeds, messages,
mentions

Automatically shortens links
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Tweet Pic

Take a photo

Upload the photo to Twitter via
Twitpic

Tweet about the image, how you
got it, what or who is in it
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TwitPic user @jkrums gave
us the first image of the
Hudson US Airways landing.

“Put this photo on your
website” option in TwitPic
allowed news orgs to post
this image on their websites
as the story broke.
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•

TwitPic



Storify for iPad

Curate breaking
stories from your iPad

Curate Twitter,
Facebook, Flickr, Audio
Boo and YouTube

Curate around a topic,
event and #hashtag

Service is free
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Social Curation - sharing news and information
you find interesting or useful with your friends and
networks



Flipboard
curators



Twitter lists

Organize people into groups or
lists, most useful if the list is topic
specific

Subscribe to others lists, track
who lists you

News organizations can create
lists of the staff, community
resources or popular content 

Reporters can use lists to follow
sources
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My dream for curation and news

Consumers are spending more than a quarter of their time online using social
networks, news organizations should make it easier for readers to curate the
news they find interesting on the web

Add a “Read it Later” or Instapaper button to your site

Find trusted community curators to share their favorite stories from your daily
report or a “staff favorites” Twitter list each day

Help users curate by creating #hashtags for your content and using tools like
Storify to curate the most tweeted, reposted or emailed stories, photos and
videos.
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Multimedia Apps: 
Apps for audio, video and photojournalism



Audio Boo

An audio blogging app that allows
you to record and publish short
audio clips.

Reporters can use Audio Boo to
record interviews or events and
post them quickly.

Audio Boo uses geolocation to
map your clip’s location and allows
you to upload a photo to complete
the package.

Can be connected to FB, Twitter
and Tumblr
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What makes good mobile audio?

Breaking news/reporter updates

Niche content, especially technology

Short interviews

Radio packages

Music blogs
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Video, especially breaking news video is key to
online/tablet/smart phone sucess



The audience for video is young and savvy

12-17 year-olds watch on average of 7 hours, 13 minutes of mobile video per
month

The general population watches on average 4 hours, 20 minutes of mobile
video per month.

American 18 year-olds spent nearly 40 hours online each month...5 hours, 26
minutes of that was spent watching streaming video  

American teens also watch the least television of all age groups, nearly 12
hours less per month than the general population

•
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•

Source: Nielsen, How the Class of 2011 Engadges with Media
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Video is being integrated into everything we do

Education

Home repair

News consumption

Streaming video sitcoms,
dramas

Entertainment
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Ustream

A video app that allows you to
record video to your mobile
device or go live and stream your
video online.

Newspapers and others can
display UStream live video on
their own websites.

Television stations used
UStream to broadcast live during
the flooding in Nashville last May.
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UStream Producer



Movie Camera

Control your focus
and exposure points

See your audio levels

$4.99 but worth it

Easily import files to
iMovie, Vimeo or
other editing
programs

•
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Splice

Video editor  - $1.99

Add a voice track or music to
multiple audio tracks

Simple interface, easy clip
trimming

Save time by automatically
adding transitions

Splice Store has royalty free
music that can be added to
projects

•
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5 Minute Shoot/5 Minute Edit



iTimelapse

Create timelapse projects
quickly

Export single frames from the
project for the web or print

Using external power, let your
timelapse run for 24 hours

Share your video to Facebook,
YouTube, Vimeo or send it the
Camera Roll where you can email,
FTP or upload to a blog

•
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iTimelapse



Pano

Panoramas take your audience
deeper into a place central to the
story

Easy to use guides help you line
up your next shot

Quickly merges the images into
a pano

Saves the image to your Camera
Roll

•

•
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Mobile workflow: transmit, share and archive



Filterstorm

Photo editing software for the
iPhone and iPad

Has most used photojournalism
features of Adobe Photoshop,
such as exposure, saturation,
curves and history brush

Caption information can be
embeded into the file via IPTC
info

FTP images into your archive

•
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FTP images from Filter Storm



Share photos from the built-in camera app



Share to Dropbox



ShoZu

Upload images, video, text to
multiple social networks and
blogs all at once

Easily send images to single or
multiple accounts

FTP to an archival server

Works with Blackberry and
iPhone

•

•
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ShoZu
Connections



Hot mobile apps...location and facial recognition



Sonar

Check into a location and see
who you are connected to via
social networks

Twitter, Facebook, Foursquare

•

•





Highlight

Runs in the background of your
mobile device

Finds people around you who
also use Highlight

Allows you to see Highlight
users profile, location

•

•

•





FACIAL RECOGNITION
Allows computers and mobile devices to identify faces in still or

video images based on a stored database of faces













Android vs. iPhone



The number one reason to go with an iPhone vs. Android is editing
and computing power.  You can edit audio and video on the iPhone

Apple has 500,000+ iPhone apps, more than Android who has
about 200,000 in the Marketplace

Security.  Android’s open platform has created a huge target for
malware sneaking in through fake QR codes, text messages and
emails

Better camera for still and video images

Accessories available for the iPhone that extend photo, audio and
video quality

•

•
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Equip Your iPhone: 
Owle Bubo, VeriCorder XLR, KV Connectors, etc



A camera mount that brings stability, enhanced optics, tripod accesibility and a
microphone to the iPhone 3G, 3Gs and 4.

Owle Bubo



KV Connector

Vericorder XLR 
Adapter



Sennheiser MKE 400, $199

Audio Technica 24 CM,
$69



Bluetooth
keyboards range
from $25 to $150



Morphie Juice Pack

Griffen Power Block



Freedom Forum New Media Training, in partnership with ASNE can bring a
one-day mobile workshop to your newsroom

The workshop, “Smart Phone, Smart Journalist” is a six-hour, hands on course
teaching journalists to extend the capabilities of their smart phone through the
use of multimedia, video storytelling and editing, photojournalism, notetaking,
utility applications, geolocation and live-streaming apps.

50 mobile devices loaded with newsgathering apps are available for workshop
participants

Contact Val Hoeppner, vhoeppner@freedomforum.org for more information
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Freedom Forum New Media Training offers training in multimedia, multi-platform and mobile media
training throughout the U.S. Scan the code and get on our mailing list.


